Abstract

This thesis is dealing with the theme of States supervision of local governments and aims describing of the system and theory of the process of the supervision and control of local government units as one of the main features of modern democratic society. Big impact of mainly legislative activities of municipalities and regions on lives of the citizens is actually the main reason why state has to supervise it.

The first part of the text I devoted to a theoretical introduction. I am trying to describe basic concepts necessary for whole work. After that I mentioned legislation which lays the foundation of whole problematic and determines what is supervised, by who it is supervised and how. In next part I specified the subject of the states supervision and by that partly subject of this thesis, which mainly is legislative activity of local governments.

In following part I was writing about different phases of the supervising relation between supervisor and supervised body. For better illustration, I used a few examples and practical information about communication between them and what results it brings.

Next part I devoted to the exercising of the states supervision of local governments units itself. Firstly I was describing the supervision of municipalities over their delegated and as well over their separated powers. In the next chapter I went the same way with the regions.

Following part speaks about control of local government activities and again of activities based both on delegated and separated powers.

At the end I focused on judicial phase of the supervision. I wrote about the procedure of supervision executed by administrative and the Constitutional courts.

States supervision of local governments can be valorized as relatively sophisticated system on quite high level, also thanks to the methodical help of the Supervision and control department of the Department of the Interior to the local government units which has good influence on long-term reduction in the number of illegal acts.